Enjoy two weeks studying comparative environmental law in the heart of Europe
International comparative
environmental law seminar
(Critical topics in environmental law
in a comparative perspective)
The International Comparative Environmental Law
Seminar in Como, Italy is jointly presented by the
University of California, Davis School of Law and
the University of Insubria School of Law.
This intensive, two-week program provides a
unique opportunity for law students and legal
professionals to study environmental law by
examining and comparing European Union and
U.S. environmental law policies and regulatory
regimes. Topics include pollution control laws (air
and water), hazardous waste laws, protection and
preservation of plant and animal species,
regulation and liability for environmental harm,
and climate change, the next generation of
environmental law.
Students will also have the opportunity to visit
legal institutions and learn about the rich
environmental and historical culture of Como and
Milan. Classes are taught in English.

FACULTY

CREDIT

Environmental law experts, including Professor
Richard Frank from the University of California,
Davis School of Law, and Professor Barbara Pozzo,
from the University of Insubria School of Law, lead
the nine thematic class sessions. Professor Frank
is the director of the California Environmental Law
and Policy Center. Professor Pozzo is an
international expert in the field of Comparative
Environmental Law. She is working for various
European and Italian institutions in drafting
environmental policies and is part of selected
expert groups.

Italian students passing the final exam will be
awarded 5 CFU
This program has been approved by the American
Bar Association.
ADMISSION
This program is intended for:
 Italian law students and graduates
 Law students and graduates from other
countries
 Professional who posses a law degree
 Professional interested in environmental law
with an educational or practice background in
environmental science or a related subject area
TUITION AND FEES^
For Italian and European students: € 200,00.
APPLICATION DEADLINE
May 15, 2016
For more information
Please visit our website for more information
http://goo.gl/3U5Oyd

THE LOCATION
Como, Italy, is centrally located in the heart of
Europe. The stunning city of Como, situated in
proximity to Milan and Lugano, Switzerland,
provides a sophisticated intellectual and legal
environment in which to study comparative
environmental law. Classes will be held at the
University of Insubria School of Law.

Contact:
Prof. Barbara Pozzo
barbara.pozzo@uninsubria.it
Prof. Valentina Jacometti
valentina.jacometti@uninsubria.it
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UNIVERSITY OF INSUBRIA SCHOOL OF LAW

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS SCHOOL OF
LAW

Established in 1998, the University of Insubria is
housed in the old cloister of a former Benedictine
church, built in the 16th century and an important
example of Lombard Romanesque architecture.
The University of Insubria School of Law strives to
create cultural homogeneity by giving voice to
strong identifying values and transforming them
into vital cultural ventures.

The University of California (UC) is one of the
premier public institutions of higher education in
the United States. The UC Davis School of Law is a
top tier U.S. law school with an excellent record of
scholarship, teaching and service supporting a
vibrant and diverse student community. At UC
Davis our outstanding ranking, small size and
unusually accessible and dedicated faculty of
internationally-renowned scholars provide a truly
exceptional learning environment.

